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Collisions of Hint photons with relatlvlstlc
electrons have previously been
used
to
produce
polarized Y-ray besas with aiodeat (-101) resolution,
but relatively low Intensity. In contrast, the LEGS '
project (L»s«r»El«ctron Gamaa Source) at Brookhaven
will produce a very high flux 02x10?
s-1)
of
background-free polarized Y rays whose energy will be
determined to a high
accuracy
(AE *2.3 HeV).
Initially, 300(120)-HeV Y rays will be produced by
backscatterlng UV light froa the new 2.5(3.O)-G«V X-ray
storage ring of the National Synchrotron Light Source
(NSLS). The LEGS f a c i l i t y will operate as one of many
passive users of the NSLS. In a later stage of the
project, a Free Electron Laser i s expected to extend
the Y-ray energy up to 700 MeY.

(2.2)
(••-=)
The cross sections for Y-ray production by laser
backscattcring are compressed into a narrow region
about 8i a b * 0° by the Lorentz transformations. The
extent of this compression increases roughly as the
square of the electron energy. This i s evident in Fig.
2 where the dependence of the lab cross section upon
angle i s plotted for 3.0 cV laser light Incident upon
0.7 GeV electrons (dashed curve) and upon 2.5 GeV
electrons (solid curve).
The dependence
of
the
backscattered Y-ray energy, determined from Eq. ( 1 ) , i s

Introduction
Since 1963 backward Coapton scattering of laser
light froa a high-energy electron beam has been a
promising nthod of producing
useful
yields
of
quasi-monochroaatlc polarized photons.2' The scattering
process i s shown schematically in Fig. 1 (with angles

Fig. 1 Schematic of laser • electron backscatterlng.
greatly magnified). The laser photon and the electron
approach each other at soae relative angle +. After backscattering, the Y ray eaergea at a snail angle 9
relative to the electron beaa direction. Because of
sequential angular compressions froa
the
Lorentz
transformations, the final Y-ray energy Is almost
completely unaffected by the i n i t i a l finite divergences
that contribute to 4 . To an excellent approximation,
the Y-r»y energy i s given by

(1)
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Fig. 2 Cross-section (LH) and energy (RH) variations.

1+
where C[_ Is the energy of a laser photon and Yac is
the electron beam energy. The highest energy Y rays
are
traveling
at 8*0° relative to the electron
direction. The resolution of this Y ray beam could
thus be determined by colligation. However, In any
practical situation the scattering angle cannot be
defined to better than the electron beaa divergence
(8 e ), and thus for electrons with energy resolution
Mt, the resolution attainable with a colllmator (whose
half-angle is B ) i

<YoM 1 | 1/2

(2.1)

also shown with i t s scale on the right (dot-dashed and
open-circled curves, respectively).
As can be seen
froa this energy variation with angle, colllaatlon of
the Y rays can produce a quasl-monoenergetlc beaa, but
the requirements of a small electron divergence B
become severe at high energies.
The total Y-ray spectrum produced by 3.0 eV laser
light incident upon 2.5 GeV electrons i s plotted in
Fig. 3. (This i s effectively the solid curve of Fig.
2,
per
unit
solid
angle, plotted against the
open-circled curve of Fig. 2 ) .
All of the Y rays
capable of producing nuclear reactions are contained
within 10-3 radians of the electron beaa direction.
Previous Successes
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The
first
experiment
to
actually
use
laser-bacKScattered photons as a beaa
miMure'-inTwas"
?y^eV
measurement
was 'co^duc'ud
conducted "at~SLAC»
at SLAC.3) %rl
light from a Ruby laser collided with 20 GeV electrons
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electrons take place only in the straight section and
not in regions of quadrupoles or dlpoles where the
sngular
divergence
is worse and where the beaa
dl-ectlon la not aligned with the Y-ray collimator. A
new mode-mocking technique has been developed and
provides 200 W pulacs. The factor of 10 increase In
peak laser power has Increased the flux to about 5x105
Y rays per second up to 80 HeV in energy.
The LEGS Facility
The X-ray ring at the NSLS will operate at an
energy (2.5-3.0 GeV) that is almost a factor of 2
higher than that of ADONE, and this will result In a
factor of 4 increase In the backscsttering cross
section. Furthermore, the X-rsy ring electron beaa
will reach a factor of 5 higher stored current with a
cross sectional area in the straight sections which is
a factor of 10 smaller than that of ADONE. As a result
of all of these enhancement factors, the BNL facility
will be able to produce a high Intensity beaa 02x10'
photons per second) by techniques much simpler than
those forced upon the Frascatl group.

Fig. 3 Y-ray spectrum) froa 3 eV light on 2.5 GeV •".
fro* the SLAC llnae to produce up to S GeV Y rays, and
• massive hydrofen bubble chamber, acting aa both
tarfet and dtteetor, compensated for the very low
Tluies (-500 a"') that were produced.
The
beaa
entering
the
bubble
chamber was colliaated and
resolutions of -101 were achieved.
Following the
extension of the llnac to 30 CeV, a new series of
aeasureacnts has begun using a freijuency-quadrupoled
Tag laser to produce up to 20 GeV photons. These
experiments are ongoing.
To achieve flux levels In the Y-ray beaa that ars
useful for nuclear physics research, very high electron
currents art required - on the order of one aapere.
These currents can only be achieved In storage rings,
and a straight electron-laser Interaction region, In
which the dimensions and angular divergences of the
stored bcaa art saall, is required to achieve high
lualnoslty.
The first real Y- r a v "beaa" for nuclear physics
research was developed at the 1.5 GeV ADONE storage
ring at Frascatl National Laboratories.*> The 2.11 eV
light froa an external Argon-Ion laser, pulsed to
provide photon bunches at the saae frequency aa the
storage ring, was arranged In tlae to collide head-on
with an electron bunch In the alddle of a straight
section.
The angular divergence of the ADONE electron
bcaa Is about 1x10-* radians, and this defines the
alnlMua colliaatlon angle and resolution (Eq. 2). This
facility has delivered up to 5x10* s"1 polarized Y
rays, variable In energy up to 80 HeV with about 71
resolution.
A
second
phase of the Frascati project is
currently under development.
In the first
phase
described above, an Argon-Ion laser, was pulsed with an
optical cavity duapar to provide external 20 W light
pulses, 15 ns in length. A laser can be regarded at
being aada up of two components: a plastaa tube and an
optical cavity. The internal laser power, the light
Intensity outside the plaaaa tube but Inside the
optical cavity, is approximately 10 tlaes larger than
the available external power output. In the new setup,
th«
optical cavity of the Argon laser has been
strctehad to 17.5 aetera to encoapasa the straight
section and the entrance and exit dlpole nagnet*. The
electron beaa can now paas through the optical cavity
M 4 collide with the Internal laser power. The laser
M M t still »e pulsed so that the collisions with the

The determination of the Y-ray beaa energy at LEGS
will be achieved by tagging, an approach fundamentally
different froa the method of colllnatlon. For the
spectrum of Fig. 3, the cone of Compton scattered
electrons Is collapsed a factor of 10 smaller then the
already narrow y~ray cone (I.e., their transverse phsse
space is negligibly different from that of the stored
bcaa.)
The storage-ring dlpole aagnet iamcdlately
fallowing the straight interaction section aoaentua
analyzes these scattered electrons. TheY-ray spectrum
of Fig. 3 extends down to zero energy, and the
corresponding
scattered
electrons
become
Indistinguishable froa the primary bean. However, all
of th« electrons associated with a high energy portion
of the full backscattered spectrum can easily be
separated froa the primary beaa and transported to a
focal plane of the dipole aagnet. The energy of the Y
ray reaching the nuclear target is then defined by the
position of its tagging electron on this focal plane.
Septum aagnets located after the storage-ring dlpole
improve the effective dynaale range and resolution of
this tagging procedure. For the spectrometer described
in the next section, the net photon energy resolution
will be about 2.3 HeV for all Y-ray energies. The
tagging efficiency is 100$ within the dynamic range of
the spectrometer, EY>175 MeV.
(If necessary, this
Halt can be lowered by using a lower electron energy.)
The lower energy Y rays, whose corresponding electrons
arc
outside
of
the
dynaaic acceptance of the
spectroactcr, can then be removed froa the beast by
coarse colliaation.
Thus, the energy of essentially
all Y rays reaching the nuclear target Is known.
This
is very different from taggcd-Breasstrahlung beaas
which arc always accompanied by very large numbers of
untagged Y rays of unknown energy.
There
are several advantages to tagging the
backscattered y ray bcaa: (1) The photon collimator
can be large enough to accept most of the Coapton
scattering cross section. This results in a high total
Y-ray flux.
(2) Data from
experiments
may
be
accumulated over a large range or Y ray energies
without changing the energy of the electron bean.
Thus, Y- r » w production does not require dedicated use
of the ring.
(3) The resolution attainable with
tagging Is significantly better than what can be
achieved by collimation at these high energies.
(*)
The tagged Y-ray beam: is much less sensitive to the
tune of the storage ring, to small changes in electron
beam phase space and position, and is almost completely
insonnltlve to the electron divergence. Thus, there Is
now no necessity of pulsing the laser light and tagging
method! l B " "" j 0 r * 1 "P llfle ««<>n of the production

located 5.5 m from the center of the electron-laser
interaction region. The second dipole (D2) is a septum
magnet, designed to sit Juat cutalde the existing ring
vacuum chamber and accept the maximum dynamic energy
range.
The scattered electrons emerging from 02 then
pass through an existing gap between the poles and the
return yoke of a ring sextapole. The final two dipoles
(D3 and D4) are of conventional construction.
The magnet D2 Is of a somewhat unusual design. In
that the current septum has been removed from the
magnet gap and placed Just outside the edge of the
poles (Fig. 6). This has been done in order to reduce
the width of the septum (by Increasing its height)
while maintaining an acceptable current density (4000
A/cm 2 ).
The narrow width Is essential to obtain a
large dynamic range since the dispersion at D2, due to
D1, Is only 0.30 mm/HeV. This septum geometry results
In an Increased leakage field, but since the magnet Is
constrained by the existing vacuum envelope to be 8 gap
lengths (5.5 cm) from the beam, the actual field at the
position of the circulating beam Is less than 10 gauss.
This field will be cancelled by colls above and below
the beaa.
Fig. * A plan of the LEGS facility at BHL.
The
planned
layout
of
the
laser-electron
Interaction region and the Y ray experimental areas Is
shown in Flf. 1. Initially, an Ar-Ion laser, operating
external to. the storage ring with 3 Vatts In the UV
(3511 A), will be used to produce 10? photons per second
in the tagging Interval from 175 MeV to 300 MeV.
When
the X-ray ring achieves 3-0 GeV, the Y-ray energy range
will extend up to 120 MeV, and a higher powered laser
will be used to double the flux.

MCWN IMLWI

The Tagging Spectrometer Coupled to the X-Ray Ring
The design of the spectrometer that will be used
to momentum analyze the Compton scattered electrons has
several unusual constraints, arising from its coupling
with the storage ring. To preserve the ring symmetry,
and hence the beam lifetime, no existing transport
elements
can
be
severely
altered
or
moved.
Furthermore, although at high energies the electron
bean dimensions are tiny, a large transverse aperture
Is used when loading the ring at 0.7 GeV. Thus, the
tagging spectrometer elements are confined to sit
outside of the existing vacuum envelope. Finally, all
spectrometer fringing fields must
be
effectively
cancelled In the vicinity of the stored beam.

Fig. 6

Cross-sectional view of septum magnet D2.

To focus the Compton scattered electrons onto a
focal plane, a quadrupole field is desirable before D3.
Since there is no space for a separate element, a
gradient (450 gausa/cn) will be Introduced into D2, so
that the field decreases from 11 kG at the septum to 9
kG at the Inside. The Increased fringing which would
normally accompany such a design is reduced by using a
floating pole tip.5)
Calculations with the code TRIt^have been made to
design the septum and trim colls for D2. The magnitude
and shape of the leakage field at the stored beam can
be adjusted by varying the height of the septum.
The
septum height <2.5 ,01) is chosen to make the quadrupole
field zero at the beam. Two sets of trim colls will be
used to cancel higher multipoles. One set (COIL 1 in
Fig. 7) has current symmetry chosen to cancel both
dipole and sextupole components of the leakage field
A second coil (COIL 2 in Fig. 7) has only odd
multipoles with geometry selected for no quadrupole
field and current chosen to cancel the
ootupole
component.
The resulting fields calculated for the
region near the bean are shown in Fig. 7.
With both
colls (1+2) the field Is less than 0.5 gauss within 1
en of the beaa (0 in Fig. 7).

Fig. 5 The LEGS tagging spectrometer.
The LEGS spectrometer shown In Fig. 5 will consist
of four dipole magnets (D1 through D1). The first
magnet (DO Is the existing storage ring dipole.

The flret order optical properties of this tagglni
spectrometer have been computed with TRANSPORT.?) The
energy resolution is better than 1.5 MeV which,
when
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Fig. 7 Trimned fields froo D2 near the bean (at 0 ) .
combined with the resolution of the ring, SxiO-1*, gives
a total resolution of 2.3 HeV. Second
order
aberrations have been estimated and are negligible,
principally because of the snail divergence of the
stored beaa (<0.1 nr).
Expected Y-Bay Flux Levels
For an electron-laser Interaction length Li_, an
energy C|. per laser photon and a peak laser power P[_
during the l i g h t pulse, and a stored electron current
of I e , the expected Y-ray flux I s

There is a first order limitation on the flux of
tagged -y-riys. If two y rays, in the energy range
defined by the coarse coillmator and above the minimum
acceptance of the tagging spectrometer (175 MeV), are
produced within a single electron pulse, then two
counters on the tagging focal plane will fire. Any
resulting nuclear event must be discarded, unless the
kinematics of the reaction can be used to determine
which photon initiated the event. For the time
structure of the pulses in the NSLS X-ray ring (1.5 ns
bunches separated by 18.9 ns), this first order limit
is 2x10 7 s" 1 . At this level the perturbation of the
lifetime of the stored bean due to laser backscatterlng
is small (15*).
The useful tagged flux can be increased further by
retaining the events where two or more tagging counters
fire. In most cases, the nuclear target would be thin
enough so that only one of the associated Y rays would
produce an event. This y ray is in coincidence with
Its tagging eleotron but in random coincidence with
others that reach the focal plane from the same
electron bunch. The spectrum of these random events
can be measured to a high accuracy and subtracted. The
time structure of the NSLS beam differs from what is
usually encountered with electron accelerators. In our
case, the pulse pair resolution is irrelevant so long
as events are processed on a bunch by bunch basis. The
probability for a "Random" contribution to the spectrum
Is then governed by a Polsson rather than a Normal
distribution. With this method, useful flux levels In
excess of 10 s s"1 are achievable with a Trues/Randoms
ratio better than unity. However, these higher flux
levels will lead to shorter ring lifetimes, and the
extent to which this will be practical will depend on
the filling time and the compatibility with other NSLS
users.
Polarization

Because
of the small spin-flip amplitude in
backward Compton scattering, the Y ray beam retains
„ ,
i,
(2.60)1 (amps)P, (Vatts)er(mb)L. (em)
most of the polarization of the incident laser light.
I yV 3CC
i S
C
L
L
The parallel component of the cross section is compared
e L (eV) /Ken*1)
to the total (parallel + perpendicular) in Fig. 8,
assuming a circular collimator and a linearly polarized
laser beam. The ratio of these two, the polarization,
where o Is the laboratory
cross
section for
is shown at the bottom of the figure. At all angles,
backscattcring, integrated over the y-r*y D e u l defining
and
hence all y-ray energies, the polarization is
colllmator, and A is the effective area of overlap of
the laser and electron beams. If the electron beam has greater than about 751. However, even this level can
The contamination of the beam
a Gaussian distribution in space characterized by be greatly Improved.
with Y rays polarized perpendicular to the electric
half-widths o, and o y . and if the cylindrical laser
beam has a Gaussian power distribution which falls off vector of the laser light p\ comes from scattering into
azlmuthal angles near o or n, relative to P"L. If a
radially with half-width o L , then
rectangular Y-ray collimator Is used that is narrow in
2
the
direction
of p\. the polarization of the
A x 2TT
(3.2)
+ o,
transmitted flux can be dramatically increased.
This
is illustrated in Fig. 9. Here the results of Honte
Carlo calculations are plotted for a circular (a) and a
The NSLS X-ray ring is designed for operation at rectangular
'&) collimator. (In (b), a x and a H are the
Ie:0.5 amps with an extremely snail beam size — o x »0.1 half
angles subtended by the collimator in planes
m and ay«0.07 as in the straight sections. This leads
perpendicular and parallel to FL, respectively.) The
to a very high flux with only modest laser powers. For
exanple, theljAr-Ion laser operating with 3 Watts in the calculations Include the effects of the variation of
the eleotron beam size and angular divergence along the
UV (-3511?'
sufficient to produce over 10' tagged
interaction region. The rectangular collimator reduces
photons s~1.
the transmitted flux by a factor of -2.5, but increases
' .
The number of v rays backscattered through the the polarization to greater than 90J.
beam-defining colllsator (used to remove the low energy
untiffed component) depends not only upon the areas of
Extension to higher energies with a FEL
the electron and laser beams, but also upon how these
areas vary with position along the interaction region,
The 300 MeV (1(20 HeV) limit on the Y-ray energy
and upon how the angular divergence of the electrons arises from a lower limit of 3500 A on the wavelength
varies along the interaction length. These effects arc of the laser light used for backaeatterlng at 2.5 GeV

(3 GeV). Lower wavelengths are commercially available
by frequency-doubling lasers. However, such devices
can operate with high duty-cycles only at power levels
that are about 103 times smaller than the Ar-lon laser.
The corresponding reductions in Y-ray flux would result
in • bean of limited usefulness. An attractive way to
Increase the y-rty energy, while maintaining a power
level sufficient to produce a high flux, is to use a
Free Electron Laser ( F E D . This is a device in which
photons and electrons together traverse a periodically
varying magnetic field. The presence of photons and
electrons Inside this undulating field stipulates the
emission of more photons of the sane wavelength.
The wavelength of the photons emerging from an FEL
Is related to the periodicity A o of the magnetic field
In the undulator and to the energy of the electron bean
Ymc2 by
*

where the parameter K is proportional to the r.m.s.
magnetic field. The construction of an FEL on a
straight section of the E e <700 HeV VUV ring at the NSLS
Is presently nearlng completion, and it should be
possible to obtain wavelengths as low as 2000
with
electron energies of 300 to 600 MeV in this storage
ring.

1.0
E 0.8
"0.6
IxiO*4 2xiO'4 3xiO'4 4XK)'4
8|ab (radians)

5xiO"4

Fig. 8 Angular dependence of the Y-ray polarization.
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One might Imagine such an FEL mounted on the X-ray
ring with the resulting laser light arranged to
backscatter from the 3 GeV electrons and produce
ultra-high energy photons. However, the factor Y in
Eq. (H) would then be 6000 and the required undulator
and optical cavity are not realizable. The solution to
this problem Is unique to the NSLS at Brookhaven.
Because
of the proximity of the low-energy and
high-energy storage rings, and because both rings can
be
run from
the sane Rf oscillator and thus
synchronized in time, the light from the FEL on the VUV
ring can be transported to the injection straight of
the X-ray ring o and there, backscattered. The power
levels at • 2000 A expected from the VUV-FEL would
"produce a total tagged Y-ray flux of 2x10? sec" 1 ,
extending up to about 700 HeV. This coupling of the
two NSLS storage rings is planned for the final phase
of our project.
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